Can low-valent silicon compounds be better transition metal ligands than phosphines and NHCs?†
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We investigated the potential application of experimentally characterized low-valent silicon compounds as transition metal ligands by computing the most important ligand properties, $\sigma$-donor and $\pi$-acceptor ability, ligand-to-metal charge transfer, and steric parameters and compared them to the generally used carbene and phosphine ligands. We found that several recently synthesized donor-stabilized low-valent silicon compounds can compete or even exceed the favorable features of commonly used carbene and phosphine ligands regarding all investigated ligand properties. We derive the general principles behind the enhanced features and conclude how even better low-valent silicon ligands can be designed with a slight modification of known compounds. Using our results as a database, one can choose an appropriate silicon-based ligand for transition metal catalysis.

Introduction

Transition metal catalysts are being used in almost every field of chemistry, and applications in industry are on the increase, even at the production level.¹ To gain new, enhanced catalytic properties one of the best options would be to modify the ligation of the transition metal centre.²

Traditionally, phosphine ligands were used, later, the successful application of carbenes, especially N-heterocyclic carbenes (NHC), broadened the list of potential transition metal ligands.³⁻⁷ This raises the question whether other low-valent group 14 compounds,§ especially silylenes, can be used for the same purpose.

Silylenes were used as transition metal catalyst ligands for the first time in 2001 by Fürstner,¹⁰ though the first transition metal silylene complex had been synthesized in 1977,¹⁸ and even this late recognition was not followed by other examples until the recent studies of Driess and Hartwig.¹¹⁻¹² In the last two years, some examples were reported in which low-valent silicon compounds served as catalyst ligands in C–H borylation of arenes,¹⁳ in hydrosilylation of ketones,¹⁴ or in cycloaddition reactions,¹⁵ but the low number of such attempts is quite surprising taken into account that the number of isolated low-valent silicon compounds is increasing year by year.¹⁶

Though, several study theoretical work have been reported on metal-silylene complexes to date,¹⁷,¹⁸ detailed comparative study between different ligand systems, such as analog carbenes, silylenes, and germynes, is very scarce; only Boehme and Frenking¹⁹ published from this point of view in 1998. They analysed the electronic structure of analogue imidazole-2-ylidene carbene, silylene, and germylene and concluded that the carbene analogue is stronger $\sigma$-donor than the silylene analogue but they did not discuss other catalytic aspects. In the last fifteen years, however, several novel low-valent silicon compounds became available, including acyclic, four-, five- and six-membered ring structures, and even silicon(0) compounds²⁰ (1–81, Schemes 1–5)²¹–²³ which could have very distinctive features applying them as ligands to transition metals in catalytic processes. Especially, because most of them have no carbene analogue in the literature and calculations suggest that some analogous carbene structures are not even stable on the potential energy surface.²⁴,²⁵ Therefore, the previously suggested comparison for $\sigma$-donor strength of carbenes and silylenes is not viable to suggest ligands with enhanced features.²⁶

Thus, we investigated many known low-valent silicon compounds to completely explore their potential utilization in transition metal catalysis. We considered four important features that influence the reaction rate: $\sigma$-donor and $\pi$-acceptor ability, ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) and steric factors. To gain full insight, we intended to make comparison between low-valent silicon compounds and regularly applied transition metal ligands such as phosphines and carbenes in order to examine whether low-valent silicon compounds can serve as better alternatives of conventional ligands in practice. Therefore, we analysed 2,6-diisopropylphenyl substituted imidazol-2-ylidene (82, Scheme 6) as the
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most frequently used carbene ligand,\(^6,7\) and triphenylphosphine (83) and tricyclohexylphosphine (84) as model compounds\(^3,5\) for aryl and alkyl substituted phosphine ligands, respectively, as well. Since the significance of different features depends on the catalytic reaction (on the rate-determining step), we regard our results as a database of potential low-valent silicon-based ligands (see ESI†) from which one can find suitable silicon-based ligand for transition metal catalysed reactions. Based on the large number of data, we derived the main principles that govern the enhanced features of newly synthesized low-valent silicon compounds as ligands to transition metals.
Computational details

Geometry optimizations and NBO charge analyses were carried out at B97-D/6-31G* level, with Def2-TZVP basis on heavier atoms (Fe, Br, Ge, Pd) where relativistic effects are expected to be considerable. Single point energy calculations on every optimized structure were carried out at B97-D/Def2-TZVP level. B97-D density functional has already been successfully applied to calculate geometries and electronic properties of low-valent silicon compounds. Stationary points on the potential energy surface (PES) were characterized by harmonic vibrational frequency calculations. Transition states (TS), with one imaginary frequency, were confirmed by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations. Calculations were performed using Gaussian 09 program.

Results and discussion

Based on chemical intuition, we constructed five classes of low-valent silicon compounds, which only differ in minor structural parts, similarly to previous classifications, donor stabilized acyclic low-valent silicon compounds (DASI, 5–15), donor stabilized four membered ring low-valent silicon compounds (DASI, 22–42), donor stabilized six membered ring low-valent silicon compounds (D6Si, 69–79), N-heterocyclic silylenes (NHSi, 21, 44–55, 68, 80), donor stabilized N-heterocyclic silylenes (DSSi, 60–67, 69, 70). We note that we did not attempt to fit all compounds into classes as many of them show standalone features thus we handled these results separately. However, this partial characterization could help us to make transparency of the results and to easily draw general conclusions on the properties of different silicon ligand systems. Table 1 contains the average, standard deviation (in parenthesis), and the best results of the class with its reference number [in bracket] in case of every ligand class for every investigated properties.

Table 1 unambiguously confirms our first observation from Fig. 1: the average PA of NHSi, which are mostly five-membered cyclic molecules, is outstandingly low, which is consistent with the early results of Boehme and Frenking. However, other classes show strikingly different character. The average of DASI, D4Si, D6Si, and DSSi classes (1210, 1165, 1181, 1193 kJ mol−1, respectively) are much higher than that of NHSi (982 kJ mol−1). They easily outperform model phosphine ligands (1031 and 1072 kJ mol−1), and are in the same range as NHC (1176 kJ mol−1); the calculated average of three classes (DASI, D6Si, and DSSi) even exceeds it. This deviation among classes can be analysed best on NHSi and DSSi on an unbiased way because most of the compounds in these two groups differ only in a donor structure coordinated to the vacant orbital of the silicon centre (Scheme 7).

PA, and thus σ-donor strength, is mostly determined by the electron density on the low-valent silicon centre, thus, by electron donating or withdrawing effects of neighbour functional groups and by the presence or absence of additional stabilizing electron donors to the vacant orbital. Donor-free NHSi with two electronoactive nitrogen atoms next to the silicon are not favourable for strong σ-donor ligands because adjacent nitrogen atoms with high electronegativity strongly withdraw electron density in the σ-system and push electron density weakly in the τ-system. However, because of the weak π-donation, additional electron donating group can coordinate to the silicon atom (Scheme 7) which significantly increases the electron density on the silicon centre and enhances the reactivity of the lone pair, that is, the σ-donor ability. As a concrete example: the PA of 68 (NHSi) is only 999 kJ mol−1 but the PA of the NHC stabilized analogue 69 (DSSi) is 1235 kJ mol−1 – much larger than that of NHC−, indicating that NHC stabilized NHSi can be stronger σ-donor than simple NHC alone.

To gain deeper insight we compared and analysed groups DASI and D6Si in detail because they differ only in the length of the backbone. In groups DASI and D6Si, the silicon centre has three bonds which can be interpreted as a silylene with an additional N-donation to the ‘empty’ porbital (Scheme 7) that increases the electron density on the silicon (compared to NHSi), thus, the σ-donating ability of the molecule itself, similarly to DSSi, (the average of D4Si and D6Si is 1165 and 1181 kJ mol−1, respectively). In DASI, however, the short backbone hinders the efficient orbital interaction of the lone pair of the donating N atom and the vacant orbital of the silicon centre. The N–Si–N bond angle is 67.9° in 22 the parent compound of DASI, in contrast to D6Si where the overlapping of the orbitals is ideal (the N–Si–N bond angle is 88.2° in 71 the parent compound of D6Si). These results are also supported by PA data as well. The PA of 22, parent molecule of DASI, is 1120 kJ mol−1 while the PA of 71, parent molecule of D6Si, is 1190 kJ mol−1, 70 kJ mol−1 higher than that of 22.

Interestingly, double donation to the vacant orbital of the silicon centre is also known in D4Si (41–43). The very large PA of 41 and 42 (1233 kJ mol−1 and 1278 kJ mol−1, respectively) suggest that double donation pushes the limit of σ-donating ability much higher than NHC (1176 kJ mol−1). Double donating compounds are not known in the case of D6Si, however, based on these results; they should have even stronger σ-donating ability.

Donation to the empty orbital in D4Si and D6Si provide extra thermodynamic stability of the silylene (compared to NHSi),
which makes it possible to substitute one adjacent nitrogen easily as the large number of synthesized analogues suggest. Therefore, varying the substituents may result in molecules with different \( \sigma \)-donating ability.

Substitution of hydrogen by chlorine, a more electronegative atom, reduces \( \sigma \)-donating ability in line with the suggested picture in Scheme 7. The PA of 29 (1085 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) is decreased by 35 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) compared to 22, whereas the PA of 78 (1154 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) is also reduced by 35 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) compared to 71. Interestingly, the difference between the PA of 29 and 78 is 69 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) which is – considering rounding errors – the same as the difference between the PA of 22 and 71 (70 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)).

Table 1  Average, standard deviation (in parenthesis), and best results with its reference number [in bracket] for \( \sigma \)-donor (in kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) and \( \pi \)-acceptor ability (\(-\)) , ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) (e), and buried volume (\(-\)) in case of every ligand class: donor stabilized acyclic low-valent silicon compounds (DASi), donor stabilized four- and six-membered ring low-valent silicon compounds (D4Si and D6Si), N-heterocyclic silylenes (NHSi), donor stabilized N-heterocyclic silylenes (DSSi). For comparison, the results of reference NHC (82) and phosphine (83, 84) ligands are also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand Class</th>
<th>( \sigma )-donor strength [kJ mol(^{-1})]</th>
<th>( \pi )-acceptor ability [-]</th>
<th>LMCT [e]</th>
<th>Buried volume [-]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DASi</td>
<td>1210 (5%)</td>
<td>0.12 (54%)</td>
<td>-0.35 (32%)</td>
<td>0.598 (17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1352, 15]</td>
<td>[0.22, 5]</td>
<td>[-0.60, 7]</td>
<td>[0.427, 8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4Si</td>
<td>1165 (4%)</td>
<td>0.15 (36%)</td>
<td>-0.38 (15%)</td>
<td>0.469 (24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1278, 42]</td>
<td>[0.24, 33]</td>
<td>[-0.49, 42]</td>
<td>[0.357, 30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6Si</td>
<td>1181 (3%)</td>
<td>0.17 (18%)</td>
<td>-0.39 (11%)</td>
<td>0.537 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1222, 73]</td>
<td>[0.24, 71]</td>
<td>[-0.44, 75]</td>
<td>[0.525, 72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHSi</td>
<td>982 (4%)</td>
<td>0.24 (35%)</td>
<td>-0.24 (19%)</td>
<td>0.394 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1023, 51]</td>
<td>[0.42, 80]</td>
<td>[-0.29, 21]</td>
<td>[0.346, 21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSSi</td>
<td>1193 (3%)</td>
<td>0.10 (39%)</td>
<td>-0.35 (13%)</td>
<td>0.564 (23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1241, 67]</td>
<td>[0.19, 64]</td>
<td>[-0.41, 70]</td>
<td>[0.405, 60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>1176</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>1072</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>0.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.374</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1  Proton affinity (PA) of low-valent silicon compounds in kJ mol\(^{-1}\) to measure \( \sigma \)-donor strength. Acyclic, 4-membered, 5-membered, and 6-membered signs refer to the ring based grouping of low valent silicon compounds (see Schemes 1–5), which is also indicated by vertical solid lines. Horizontal dashed, dotted-dashed, and dotted lines show proton affinity of carbene (82, 1176 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)), phenyl substituted phosphine (83, 1031 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)), and cyclohexyl substituted phosphine (84, 1072 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)), respectively. Horizontal solid lines and vertical gray dotted lines are presented to guide one’s eyes. Note that 5-membered ring silylene, which was previously used as a model compound for low-valent silicon compounds, shows extraordinarily low PA.
suggesting that the analysed backbone length and substitution effects show additive features. With strong electron donor groups such as ferrocene (38), in which bonding the low-valent silicon atoms to negatively charged cyclopentadienyl rings provide anomalously high electron density on the Si centre, the σ-donating ability can be easily boost up in consistent with the recent results of Driess;1,11 the PA of 38 is 1235 kJ mol⁻¹ which is even much larger value than that of NHC (1176 kJ mol⁻¹).

Unfortunately, the six-membered ring analogue of 38 is still missing, however, because of the revealed additive features, it could have very strong σ-donating ability; it is an interesting synthetic target compound.

We used P–H rotational barrier method (see details in the ESI†) for quantifying π-acceptor properties that was introduced for carbene ligands39 and in the same time we show its efficiency for silylenes.36 Calculated relative rotational barriers are depicted in Fig. 2. Data can be found in table form in the ESI (Table S2†).

Scheme 7 How to design strong σ-donor low-valent silicon transition metal (TM) ligand. Blue arrows indicate electron withdrawing in the σ-system by high electronegative N atoms, red arrows refer to electron donation to the ‘vacant’ orbital of the low-valent silicon centre. Abbreviations refer to previously defined classes: donor stabilized four membered ring low-valent silicon compounds (D4Si), six membered ring low-valent silicon compounds (D6Si), N-heterocyclic silylenes (NHSi), donor stabilized N-heterocyclic silylenes (DSSi).

Taking into account that ability of σ-donation derives from large electron density around the silicon, it can be concluded that strong σ-donor molecules are in general weak π-acceptors and vice versa.12 Trends of average proton affinities and relative rotation barrier values shown in Table 1 seem to meet this intuitive expectation. NHSi has the largest average π-acceptor ability (0.24), as there is no direct electron donor group on the ‘vacant’ orbital, only the adjacent N atoms forms weak conjugation in the π-system. The trend is obviously shown by 80 (NHSi) which has the largest P–H rotational barrier among NHSi (0.42) and by far the smallest PA (888 kJ mol⁻¹). Both extreme results can be explained by the positive charge in the π-system. Donor-stabilized analogue group of NHSi, DSSi, has the smallest average π-acceptor ability (0.10) much smaller than that of NHSi which is a direct consequence newly formed dative bond of the silicon centre. The average π-acceptor ability of DASi is very close to the value of DSSi (0.12), and D4Si and D6Si are also in the same range (0.15 and 0.17, respectively) especially considering the relatively large standard deviation (~20–60%), note that standard deviation of σ-donor ability is only 3–5% and the larger values mentioned above also stem from the large rounding error (rounding of 0.15 ± 0.01 gives 13% deviation). Nevertheless, the general trends are still clear within groups, similarly to σ-donor trend but with opposite sign: e.g. the parent compound of D4Si, 22, which lacks any donation of the H atom to the ‘vacant’ orbital of the silicon centre, has one of the largest values in the group (0.20) while electron donor modification, such as NMe₂, 24, immediately drops the π-acceptor ability (0.09).

In spite of the aforementioned results, we cannot conclude that low-valent silicon compounds have generally weak π-acceptor ability because several successful syntheses, especially acyclic compounds, which cannot be classified into groups, modify the overall picture. Remarkable π-acceptor ability is expected in the absence of significant electron donation to the ‘vacant’ orbital of the silicon centre, for example, in the case of R–Si–R’ acyclic structure (1, 2, 3, 4, 19, 20; relative barriers: 0.56, 0.57, 0.55, 0.43, 0.46 and 0.43, respectively). The synthesis of these compounds requires large steric bulk groups, kinetically compensating the electron deficient reactive silicon centre, which is also important in reductive elimination step.89,90

Ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) can be used to gauge the ability of a ligand to encourage oxidative addition,88,89 although in the case of low-valent silicon compounds it measures the recently discussed two electronic properties – σ-donor and π-acceptor strength – simultaneously, because both interactions are strongly present in low-valent silicon – transition metal complexes and influence the overall charge of the transition metal centre. To investigate this property, we chose to study palladium low-valent silicon complexes by computing the NBO charge of the Pd centre because several important catalytic reactions, e.g. Suzuki-reaction, involving Pd as transition metal centre, are well-known with phosphine and carbene ligands as well.95–98

The calculated charge on palladium in palladium low-valent silicon complexes are depicted on Fig. 3. Data can be found in table form in the ESI (Table S3†). Note that in certain cases, geometry optimization of palladium complexes resulted in additional phenyl coordination (10, 15, 17, 56) or chelation (36, 38, 63), which hindered us to compare their results with other complexes. We list these results on Fig. 3 and in Table S3† for the sake of completeness, however, we excluded them from further considerations and they are not included in the results showed in Table 1.
Fig. 2  Relative rotational barrier of P–H bond around Si–P bond in low-valent silicon compounds compared to SiH$_2$–PH to measure π-acceptor ability. Acyclic, 4-membered, 5-membered, and 6-membered signs refer to the ring based grouping of low valent silicon compounds (see Schemes 1–5) which is also indicated by vertical solid lines. Horizontal dashed, dotted-dashed, and dotted lines indicate the relative rotational barrier in phosphinidene adduct of carbene (82, 0.18), phenyl substituted phosphine (83, ~0.00), and cyclohexyl substituted phosphine (84, ~0.00), respectively. Horizontal solid lines and vertical gray dotted lines are presented to guide one's eyes. Note that there are several low-valent silicon compounds with very large rotational barrier.

Fig. 3  Pd charge in palladium low-valent silicon complexes to measure ligand-to-metal charge transfer. Acyclic, 4-membered, 5-membered, and 6-membered signs refer to the ring based grouping of low valent silicon compounds (see Schemes 1–5) which is also indicated by vertical solid lines. Horizontal dashed, dotted-dashed, and dotted lines indicate the Pd charge in palladium carbene (82, −0.20), palladium phenyl substituted phosphine (83, −0.21), and palladium cyclohexyl substituted phosphine (84, −0.26) complexes, respectively. Horizontal solid lines and vertical gray dotted lines are presented to guide one's eyes. Note that almost all low-valent silicon compounds push more electron density to the metal centre than phosphines or NHC.
Fig. 3 unambiguously shows that most low-valent silicon complexes transfer more charge to the Pd centre than NHC or phosphines. This may suggest that LMCT is mainly associated with σ-donor ability, not π-acceptor ability, however, even NHSi, which has the lowest σ-donor ability and strongest π-acceptor ability among all classes, produces larger LMCT results (average: $-0.24$) than NHC ($-0.20$). Also, NHC as a very strong σ-donor (PA: 1176 kJ mol$^{-1}$), has lower LMCT value ($-0.20$) than phosphines ($-0.21$ and $-0.26$, respectively) (PA: 1031 and 1072 kJ mol$^{-1}$, respectively). Therefore, we concluded that electronegativity is the main governing principle in LMCT results. It can explain why the less electronegative silicon show uniformly better LMCT results than NHC and phosphines that withdraw their lone pair from Pd centre because of their higher electronegativity. This assumption also explains the anomalously low result of NHC compared to phosphines, in spite of its strong σ-donor ability, owing to the somewhat higher electronegativity of carbon compared to phosphorus.

The same trends can be observed in LMCT results as in case of σ-donor ability, which also enhances the previous findings that LMCT is related to σ-donor ability and is important to oxidative addition step. The NHSi group has the lowest average ($-0.24$), which is associated with the low σ-donor ability compared to other classes, while donor-stabilized compounds (DASi, D4Si, D6Si, DSSi), with larger σ-donor ability, show enhanced LMCT values ($-0.35$, $-0.38$, $-0.39$, $-0.35$, respectively).

Interestingly, the averages show similar consistency to PAs in case of σ-donor ability. Even standard deviations (~10%) show relatively small variability (note that rounding error $-0.35 \pm 0.01$ gives 7% deviation), just like in case of σ-donor ability, except for DASi (32%) which group is structurally more versatile than the others and has an overall higher LMCT value of $-0.60$ (7). Within classes, the electron donor/withdrawing groups have similar effects to that in case of σ-donor ability. Following the previous examples discussed at σ-donor ability, the LMCT value of parent compound of D4Si, 22, which has no electron withdrawing group, is $-0.37$, above average of the group, while chloride modification, 29, reduce the LMCT value to $-0.32$. Similar observation is possible in the case of D6Si, where LMCT value of 71 is $-0.39$ which drops to $-0.34$ with chlorine substitution (78). Double donation to the ‘vacant’ orbital of silicon centre in 41 and 42 boost LMCT toward the Pd atom resulting in the highest LMCT values in D4Si, $-0.45$ and $-0.49$, respectively.

Since bulky ligands can hinder oxidative addition and can also promote reductive elimination, steric properties of the ligands has significant influence on the reaction rate. In order to be able to select the suitable silicon-based ligand for a particular homogenous catalytic reaction, this effect also has to be quantified. Buried volume based methods have a tradition to be used for the quantification of steric properties. We implemented standard buried volume method based on previous works and calculated the coverage of the Pd atom on the

---

**Fig. 4** Buried volume of the Pd atom in palladium low-valent silicon complexes to measure steric properties. Acyclic, 4-membered, 5-membered, and 6-membered signs refer to the ring based grouping of low valent silicon compounds (see Schemes 1–5) which is also indicated by vertical solid lines. Horizontal dashed, dotted-dashed, and dotted lines indicate the buried volume on the Pd atom in palladium carbene (82, 0.543), palladium phenyl substituted phosphine (83, 0.322), and palladium cyclohexyl substituted phosphate (84, 0.374) complexes, respectively. Horizontal solid lines and vertical gray dotted lines are presented to guide one’s eyes. Note that low-valent silicon compounds indicate versatile steric properties.
optimized geometry of palladium complexes of 1–81, and compared them to that in similar complexes of 82–84. Results of these computations are depicted on Fig. 4. Data can be found in table form in the ESI (Table S4†).

Fig. 4 show that low-valent silicon compounds provide versatile opportunities in respect of bulky ligand design. Most four- and five-membered ring low-valent silicon compounds indicate buried volume values well below NHC (0.543) while acyclic and six-membered ring compounds show similar or higher values than that of NHC, though, in all cases there are outliers from this generalized picture which provide evidence that all type of compounds can be effectively modified to increase or decrease bulkiness according to steric demands. Note that the buried volume results of model phosphines compounds 83 and 84 (0.322 and 0.374, respectively) present extremely low values; generally used ligands with complex bulky ligands may produce higher buried volume.

Table 1 confirms all these general points; the average buried volume of NHSi and D4Si show values (0.394 and 0.469, respectively) below the result of NHC (0.543) while D6Si and DSSi indicate average results (0.557 and 0.564, respectively) very close to that of NHC and DASI has larger average (0.598) than that of NHC. Relatively large standard deviations (10–25%) suggest that there are compounds with different bulkiness in every class; therefore, one may choose appropriate ligand system for oxidative addition or reductive elimination considering steric properties and σ-donor or π-acceptor ability at the same time.

To promote oxidative addition, D4Si, D6Si, and DASI indicated excellent results as σ-donors (vide supra). These classes, however, show very distinct steric features. Since oxidative addition is favourable with small buried volume, D4Si seems to be plausible choice (average: 0.469). Moreover, the best buried volume result of the class (30, 0.357) even competes with the extremely low result of model phosphines compounds (0.322 and 0.374). D6Si show very consistent buried volume results (0.557 group average with only 7% standard deviation) because all compounds contain bulky diisopropylphenyl groups. Reduction of the bulky groups, however, may result in an even better transition metal ligand than D4Si compounds because D6Si indicate stronger σ-donor strength than analogue D4Si compounds. Moreover, even DASI can provide alternatives for oxidative addition in spite of its very large average buried volume (0.600), because of the large deviations in the class; buried volume of 8 is only 0.427, smaller than that of the D4Si average.

To promote reductive elimination, NHSi and acyclic structures (1, 2, 3, 4, 19, and 20) are found to be good choice as good π-acceptors (vide supra). Acyclic structures generally show high buried volume values (0.5–0.7), similar or larger than that of NHC (0.543), therefore, they are favourable for promoting reductive elimination as it requires large bulky groups. On the other hand, NHSi shows the smallest average buried volume (0.394) because of their relatively small bulky ligands such as tert-butyl, which may not ideal for reductive elimination, however, some outliers with large bulky groups such as 68 (0.529) with diisopropylphenyl ligand may be more suitable for this purpose.

Conclusions
We investigated the steric and electronic properties of synthetically available low-valent silicon compounds to elucidate their potential application as ligands to transition metals and compared their performance with generally applied carbene and phosphines ligands. We found that several low-valent silicon compounds can compete or even outperform classic carbene and phosphines in all important properties (σ-donor and π-acceptor strength, ligand-to-metal charge transfer, steric properties). We also derived the general principles behind the enhanced features.

Due to their advantageous combination of steric and electronic properties, strong σ-donors with small buried volume to promote oxidative addition step or strong π-acceptor ability with large buried volume to enhance reductive elimination, we recommend in general performing transition metal catalysed reactions using low-valent silicon compounds as ligands. Based on the database we created (see ESI†) one can find suitable silicon-based ligand for homogenous catalytic process.
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Notes and references
Some of the low-valent silicon compounds were isolated only in complex form, however, as it did not influence our goal namely to explore the potential effect of low-valent silicon compounds as transition metal ligand, we treated them as other compounds and investigated their free form.


